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In this paper we present oscillation criteria in terms of the coefficient functions
for the matrix linear Hamiltonian system U$=A(x) U+B(x) V, V$=C(x)
U&A*(x) V under the hypothesis H : A(x), B(x)=B* (x)>0 and C(x)=C* (x)
are n_n matrices of real valued continuous functions on the interval I=[a, ),
(&<a). These criteria generalize earlier results due to Etgen and Pawlowski
(1976), Erbe, Qingkai Kong and Shigui Ruan (1993), and Fanwei Meng, Jizhong
Wang, and Zhaowen Zheng (1998) for the system (P(x) U$)$+Q(x) U=0 or its
special cases.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Oscillation criteria of several types for the linear Hamiltonian matrix
system of the form
U$=A(x) U+B(x) V
V$=C(x) U&A*(x) V (1.1)
under the hypothesis H : A(x), B(x)=B*(x)>0 and C(x)=C*(x) are n_n
matrices of real valued continuous functions on the interval I=[a, ),
(&<a) have been the subject of study by several authors for many years
as can be seen in Refs. [13, 8, 9, 12, 13] or other references contained
therein. Many of these criteria (for instance Etgen and Pawlowski [5],
Erbe et al. [4], and Fanwei Meng et al [9]) are, generally speaking
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modelled on either the oscillation criteria due to Wintner [14] or
Kamenev [7] for the second order self-adjoint scalar equation
( p(x) u$)$+q(x) u=0 (1.2)
( p(x)>0 and q(x) continuous on [a, )) which respectively states that
(1.2) is oscillatory on the interval [a, ) if
|

p&1 (t) dt= and |

q (t) dt=,
or that (1.2) with p(t)#1 is oscillatory if for some positive integer m>2
and t0>a
lim sup
t  
1
tm&1 |
t
t0
(t&s)m&1 q(s) ds=.
In Section 2 of this paper we obtain oscillation criteria (Theorems 2.1
and 2.3) for the system (1.1) which are (respectively) of Wintner and
Kamenev types which include as special cases results of Etgen and
Pawlowski [5, Theorems 1 and 2] for the system
Y"+Q (x) Y=0 (1.3)
and of Erbe et al. [4, Theorems 17] for the system
(P(x) U$)$+Q(x) U=0. (1.4)
Further in Theorem 2.9 we generalize a more recent Kamenev type
oscillation criterion due to Fanwei Meng et al. [9, Theorem 1] for the
system (1.3) to the more general system (1.1).
In Section 3 we present a set of six examples, more specifically a pair of
examples for each theorem, one to illustrate the theorem and the other to
illustrate the significance of the hypotheses of the theorem. Further
Example 3 demonstrates that Theorem 2.2 is a strict generalization of
Theorem 2.1 as well as the fact that Theorem 2 of [5] is a strict generalization
of Theorem 1 of [5]. Moreover Example 5 illustrates an instance where
Theorem 1 of [9] is not applicable but Theorem 2.9 is applicable.
We now recall for the sake of convenience of reference the following
definitions from the earlier literature.
Definition 1.1. A solution (U(x), V(x)) of (1.1) is said to be ‘‘non-
trivial’’ if det U(x){0 for at least one x # [a, ).
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Definition 1.2. A nontrivial solution (U(x), V(x)) of (1.1) is said to be
‘‘prepared’’ if
U*(x) V(x)&V*(x) U(x)=0
for every x # [a, ).
Definition 1.3. System (1.1) is said to be ‘‘oscillatory’’ on [a, ) if
one nontrivial prepared solution (U(x), V(x)) of (1.1) has the property that
det U(x) vanishes on [T, ) for every T>a. Otherwise it is said to be
‘‘nonoscillatory.’’
Note. It follows from [10, Theorem 8.1, p. 303] that if the system (1.1)
is oscillatory then every nontrivial prepared solution (U (x), V (x)) has the
property that det U (x) vanishes on [T, ) for every T>a.
We also need for stating some of our theorems the following definition
of a positive linear functional on the space of n_n matrices.
Definition 1.4. Let M be the linear space of n_n matrices with real
entries, S/M be the subspace of n_n symmetric matrices, and g be a
linear functional on M. g is said to be ‘‘positive’’ if g(A)>0 whenever
A # S and A>0.
Hereafter we denote the eigen values of an n_n Hermitian matrix P
(in the increasing order) by *min[P]=*n[P] } } } *1[P]=*max[P].
Further we denote by (1.1)1 the system (1.1) with B(x)#En=n_n identity
matrix.
We now state two lemmas which are needed for proving the results in
the following sections. The first lemma is a result which specializes to the
case of M the more general result on positive linear functionals stated in
[11].
Lemma 1.5. If g is a positive linear functional on M then for all
A, B # M | g(A*B)|2g(A*A) g(B*B).
The next lemma is a statement of Weyl’s inequality which appears in [6].
Lemma 1.6. Let P, Q # Cn_n be Hermitian and let the eigen values
*i[P], *i[Q] and *i[P+Q] be arranged in increasing order as stated
above. For each i=1, 2, ..., n we have
*i[P]+*n[Q]*i[P+Q]* i[P]+*1[Q].
We shall now state our main results in the following section.
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2. MAIN RESULTS
The following theorem extends to the system (1.1) the Theorem 1 of
Etgen and Pawlowski [5] for the system (1.3).
Theorem 2.1. If there exists a positive linear functional g on M such
that
lim
x   |
x 1
g[B&1(s)]
ds= (2.1)
and
lim
x  
g _&|
x
(C+ACB&1A)(s) ds&B&1(x) A(x)&= (2.2)
then the system (1.1) is oscillatory on [a, ).
Proof. Suppose (1.1) is not oscillatory. Then there exists a nontrivial,
prepared solution (U (x), V (x)) of (1.1) such that U(x) is nonsingular on
[b, ) for some b>a.
Let W(x)=&V(x) U&1(x). Then W(x) is well defined, Hermitian, and
satisfies the Riccati equation
W$(x)+A*(x) W(x)+W(x) A(x)&W(x) B(x) W(x)+C(x)=0
on [b, ).
On integrating both sides of the above equation from b to x we obtain
W(x)&W(b)=|
x
b
(WBW&A*W&WA)(t) dt+|
x
b
(&C(t)) dt.
Now the substitution
P(x)=W(x)&B&1(x) A(x)
in the above equation gives us
P(x)=W(b)+|
x
b
(P*BP)(t) dt+|
x
b
&(C+A*B&1A)(t) dt&B&1(x) A(x)
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(since (P*BP)(t)=(WBW&A*W&WA+A*B&1A)(t)). Consequently on
applying the linear functional g to both sides of the above equation we
obtain
g[P(x)]=g[W(b)]+ g _|
x
b
(P*BP)(t) dt&+g_|
x
b
&(C+A*B&1A)(t) dt&
& g[B&1(x) A(x)]. (2.3)
Now the hypothesis (2.2) implies there exists c>b such that
g[W(b)]+ g _|
x
b
&(C+A*B&1A)(t) dt&
& g [(B&1A)(x)]>0 on [c, )
and hence by (2.3) and the hypothesis H we have on the interval [c, )
the inequalities
g[P(x)]>g _|
x
b
(P*BP)(t) dt& (2.4)
and
g[P(x)]>0. (2.5)
We now claim that for x # [c, )
g[(P*BP)(x)][g[B&1(x)]]&1 [g[P(x)]]2>0. (2.6)
For this it suffices to show by virtue of (2.5) that on [c, )
g[B&1(x)] g[(P*BP)(x)][g[P(x)]]2.
This is however true since
g[B&1(x)] g[(P*BP)(x)]=g[(B&12*B&12)(x)] g[(B12P)* (B12P)(x)]
[g[(B&12B12P)(x)]]2 (by Lemma 1.5)
[g[P(x)]]2>0 for all x in [c, ).
Hence the claim is true.
Now defining
Q(x)=|
x
b
(P*BP)(t) dt, x # [c, )
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we have by (2.4)
g[P(x)]>g[Q(x)] (2.7)
and
g[Q(x)]=g _|
x
b
(P*BP)(t) dt&=|
x
b
g[(P*BP)(t)] dt
|
x
b
[g[B&1(t)]]&1 [g [P(t)]]2 dt (by (2.6))
>0 on [c, ) (by (2.5)).
Further
[g[Q(x)]]$=g[Q$(x)]
=g[(P*BP)(x)] (by the definition of Q(x))

[g[P(x)]]2
g[B&1(x)]
(by (2.6))
>
[g[Q(x)]]2
g[B&1(x)]
on [c, ) (by (2.7)).
Hence
1
g[B&1(x)]
<
[g[Q(x)]]$
[g[Q(x)]]2
on [c, ). (2.8)
Now integrating both the sides of the above inequality from c to x
|
x
c
1
g[B&1(t)]
dt<
1
g[Q(c)]
&
1
g[Q(x)]
<
1
g[Q(c)]
(since g[Q(x)]>0 on [c, )).
The above inequality holds for all x>c and thus we have a contradiction
to the hypothesis (2.1). This completes the proof of the theorem.
The next theorem is an extension to systems of the form (1.1) of the
Theorem 2 of Etgen and Pawlowski [5] for the special case of the form
(1.3). In this theorem we let I=[0, ) in the hypothesis H.
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Theorem 2.2. If there exists a positive function :(x) # C1[0, ) and a
positive linear functional g on M such that
lim
x   |
x
0
1
:(t) g[B&1(t)]
dt= (2.9)
and the operator J defined by
J(x)=|
x
0 {
:$
2
(A*B&1+B&1A)&
:$2
4:
B&1&:(A*B&1A+C)= (t) dt
&:(x) B&1(x) A(x)+
:$(x)
2
B&1(x) (2.10)
has the property that
lim
x  
g[J(x)]= (2.11)
then the system (1.1) is oscillatory on [0, ).
Proof. Suppose the theorem is not true and (U(x), V(x)) is any non-
trivial prepared solution of (1.1). Then U(x) is nonsingular on the interval
[a, ) for some a>0 and the operator
S(x)=&(:VU&1)(x)
exists on [a, ).
Note that S(x) is Hermitian (since (U(x), V(x)) is prepared) and satisfies
on [a, ) the equation.
S$(x)=(&:$VU&1&:V$U &1+:VU&1U$U&1)(x)
=(&:$VU&1&:[CU&A*V] U &1+:VU&1[AU+BV] U&1)(x)
=(&:$VU&1&:C+:A*VU &1+:VU &1A+:VU &1BVU&1)(x)
=\:$S: &:C&A*S&SA+
SBS
: + (x),
that is,
S$(x)=\1: [:$S&:[A*S+SA]+SBS]&:C+ (x) on [a, ). (2.12)
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Define
R(x)=\S&:B&1A+:$2 B&1+ (x), for xa. (2.13)
We claim
S$(x)=
1
: _R*BR&:2A*B&1A+
::$
2
[A*B&1+B&1A]&
:$2
4
B&1& (x)
&:(x) C(x), for xa (2.14)
Note that
(R*BR)(x)=_S&:A*B&1+:$2 B&1& B_S&:B&1A+
:$
2
B&1& (x)
=\SBS&:[SA+A*S]+:$S+:2A*B&1A
&
::$
2
[A*B&1+B&1A]+
:$ 2
4
B&1+ (x).
Consequently
\R*BR&:2A*B&1A+::$2 [A*B&1+B&1A]&
:$2
4
B&1+ (x)
=(SBS&:[SA+A*S]+:$S)(x)
=:(x)[S$+:C](x) (by (2.12)).
Hence the claim.
Now integrating from a to x both sides of (2.14) we obtain
S(x)=S(a)+|
x
a \
1
:
R*BR+ (t) dt
+|
x
a {
:$
2
(A*B&1+B&1A)&:(A*B&1A+C)&
:$2
4:
B&1= (t) dt.
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Thus by (2.13) for xa we have
R(x)=S(a)+|
x
a \
1
:
R*BR+ (t) dt
+|
x
a {
:$
2
(A*B&1+B&1A)&:(A*B&1A+C)&
:$2
4:
B&1= (t) dt
&:(x) B&1(x) A(x)+
:$(x)
2
B&1(x).
Consequently by the Definition (2.10) of J(x) and denoting
P(a)=|
a
0 {
:$
2
(A*B&1+B&1A)&:(A*B&1A+C)&
:$2
4:
B&1= (t) dt
we obtain
R(x)=S(a)+|
x
a \
1
:
R*BR+ (t) dt+J(x)&P(a))
and hence
g[R(x)]= g[S(a)&P(a)]+ g_|
x
a \
1
:
R*BR+ (t) dt&+ g[J(x)].
This implies
g[R(x)]g[S(a)&P(a)]+ g[J(x)] (since g is positive on M)
Further by the property (2.11) of g it follows that there exists ba such
that
g[S(a)&P(a)]+ g[J(x)]>0 on [b, ).
Hence
g[R(x)]>0 on [b, )
and
g[R(x)]>g_|
x
a \
1
:
R*BR+ (t) dt&. (2.15)
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Define an operator Z(x) for xb by
Z(x)=|
x
a \
1
:
R*BR+ (t) dt
so that for xb we have
(i) g[R(x)]>g[Z(x)] (2.16)
(ii) g[Z(x)]=|
x
a \
1
:
g[RCBR]+ (t) dt (since g is linear)
|
x
a
[g[R(t)]]2
:(t) g[B&1(t)]
>0 (by Lemma 1.5)
and
(iii) [g[Z(x)]]$=g[Z$(x)]= g_\1: R*BR+ (t)&

[g[R(x)]]2
:(x) g[B&1(x)]
(by Lemma 1.5)
>
[g[Z(x)]]2
:(x) g[B&1(x)]
(by (2.16)).
Hence
1
:(x) g[B&1(x)]
<
[g[Z(x)]]$
[g[Z(x)]]2
.
On integrating from b to x both sides of the above inequality we obtain
|
x
b
1
:(t) g[B&1(t)]
dt<
1
g[Z(b)]
&
1
g[Z(x)]
<
1
g[Z(b)]
(since g[Z(x)]>0 on [b, ))
which is a contradiction to (2.9). Hence (1.1) is oscillatory on [a, ).
The following theorem is an extension of Theorem 1 of [4] to the system
(1.1).
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Theorem 2.3. Let g(x, s) be a real valued function such that it is
continuous on D=[(x, s) : xsa0], g(x, s)>0 for x>sa, g(x, x)=
0 for xa and the partial derivative gs(x, s) is nonpositive and continuous
for xsa ( for instance (x&s)r, r>1, ln(xs), \(x&s) where \ # C1
[0, ]>0, \$(u)>0 for u>0 and \(0)=0 are possible choices for g(x, s)).
Let h(x, s) and H(x) be real valued and matrix valued functions respectively
defined by
gs (x, s)=&h(x, s) g12(x, s) (2.17)
and
H(x)= &|
x
a
[g(x, s)[C+ACB&1A](s)
+ 12 h(x, s) g
12(x, s)[ACB&1+B&1A]
+ 14 h
2(x, s) B&1](s) ds (2.18)
for all x>sa. If
lim sup
x  
1
g(x, a)
*1 [H(x)]= (2.19)
holds then the system (1.1) is oscillatory on [a, ).
It will now be convenient to state as a lemma, two identities (which can
be easily verified) needed in the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 2.4. Let g, h, H, A, B, and C be as in Theorem 2.3 with
R(x)=B12(x) and W(x) an arbitrary Hermitian n_n matrix-valued
function for xa. Also let
G(x, s)=h(x, s) g12 (x, s)(RWR)(s)+ g(x, s)(R[WA+A*W] R)(s)
+ g(x, s)[RWR][RWR](s)
and
Q(x, s)=g12 (x, s)[RW+R&1A](s) R(s)+ 12 h(x, s) En for x>sa.
Then the following identities hold for x>sa.
h(x, s) g12 (x, s) W(s)+ g(x, s)[WA+A*W+WBW](s)
=R&1(s) G(x, s) R&1(s)
=R&1(s)(Q*Q)(x, s) R&1(s)&[g(x, s)(A*B&1A)(s)
+ 12 h(x, s) g
12 (x, s)[A*B&1+B&1A](s)+ 14 h
2(x, s) B&1(s)] (i)
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and
|
x
a
R&1(s) G(x, s) R&1(s) ds=|
x
a
R&1(s)(Q*Q)(x, s) R&1(s) ds
+H(x)+|
x
a
g(x, s) C(s) ds. (ii)
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Suppose that there exists a prepared solution
(U(x), V(x)) of (1.1) which is not oscillatory. Without loss of generality we
may suppose that det U(x){0 for xa.
Define for xa
W(x)=V(x) U&1(x).
Then on [a, ) W(x) satisfies the Riccati equation
W$(x)+W(x) A(x)+A*(x) W(x)+W(x) B(x) W(x)&C(x)=0.
On multiplying the Riccati equation (with x replaced by s) by g(x, s),
integrating with respect to s from a to x and rearranging the terms we
obtain for x>a
|
x
a
g(x, s) C(s) ds=|
x
a
g(x, s) W$(s) ds
+|
x
a
g(x, s)[WA+A*W+WBW](s) ds
= & g(x, a) W(a)+|
x
a
h(x, s) g12 (x, s) W(s) ds
+|
x
a
g(x, s)[WA+A*W+WBW](s) ds
(on integration by parts and using (2.17)),
= & g(x, a) W(a)+|
x
a
R&1(s)(Q*Q)(x, s) R&1(s) ds
+H(x)+|
x
a
g(x, s) C(s) ds (by Lemma 2.4)
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yielding
H(x)=g(x, a) W(a)&|
x
a
R&1(s)(Q*Q)(x, s) R&1(s) ds
g(x, a) W(a).
Therefore
*1[H(x)]*1[ g(x, a) W(a)]
implying
1
g(x, a)
*1[H(x)]*1[W(a)] for x>a, (2.20)
a contradiction to (2.19). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Corollary 2.5. Let g(x, s), h(x, s), and H(x) be as in Theorem 2.3 and
define the matrix valued function
G1(x)=H(x)+|
x
a
1
4 h
2(x, s) B&1(s) ds.
(i) If
lim sup
x  
1
g(x, a)
*1[G1(x)]= (2.21)
and
lim sup
x  
1
g (x, a)
*1 _|
x
a
h2(x, s) B&1(s) ds&< (2.22)
then the system (1.1) is oscillatory on [a, ).
(ii). In particular if B(x)=diag(b1(x), b2(x), ..., bn(x)) where b i (x)
are continuous and positive for xa and b(x)=min1in [bi (x)] then the
condition (2.22) can be replaced by the condition
lim sup
x  
1
g(x, a) |
x
a
h2(x, s)
b(s)
ds<. (2.23)
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(iii) Further if B(x)=En and the conditions (2.21) and (2.23) are
respectively replaced by
lim sup
x  
1
g(x, a)
*1 _&|
x
a
[g(x, s)(C+A*A)(s)
+
1
2
h(x, s) g12(x, s)[A*+A](s)] ds&= (2.24)
and
lim sup
x  
1
g(x, a) |
x
a
h2(x, s) ds< (2.25)
then the system (1.1)1 is oscillatory on [a, ).
Proof. (i) By the definition of G1(x) and Lemma 1.6, we have
*1[H(x)]*1[G1(x)]+*n _&|
x
a
1
4 h
2(x, s) B&1(s) ds&
=*1[G1(x)]&*1 _|
x
a
1
4 h
2(x, s) B&1(s) ds&
*1[G1(x)]&lim sup *1 _|
x
a
1
4 h
2(x, s) B&1(s) ds&&1
for sufficiently large x.
Therefore
lim sup
1
g(x, a)
*1[H(x)]= (by (2.21) and (2.22))
and hence (1.1) is oscillatory on [a, ).
The second and the third parts are consequences of the first.
Corollary 2.6. Let m>2 be an integer and assume that
lim sup
x  
1
xm&1
*1 _&|
x
a
[(x&s)m&1 (C+A*A)(s)
+
1
2
(m&1)(x&s)m&2 [A*+A](s)] ds&=. (2.26)
Then the system (1.1)1 is oscillatory on [a, ).
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Proof. With g(x, s)=(x&s)m&1 we have h(x, s)=(m&1)(x&s) (m&3)2
for xsa and
1
g(x, a) |
x
a
h2(x, s) ds=
(m&1)2
(m&2)(x&a)
.
Hence
l.h.s. of (2.25)= lim
x  
(m&1)2
(m&2)(x&a)
=0
and
l.h.s of (2.24)=lim sup
x  
1
(x&a)m&1
*1 _&|
x
a
[(x&s)m&1(C+A*A)(s)
+
1
2
(m&1)(x&s)m&2 [A*+A](s)]ds&=
(by (2.26)).
Hence by Corollary 2.5 the system (1.1)1 is oscillatory on [a, ).
Corollary 2.7. Assume that there exists a C 1 function \(u) on [0, ),
with \(0)=0, \(u)0 for u>0 such that
lim sup
x  
1
\(x)
*1 _&|
x
a
[\(x&s)(C+A*A)(s)
+
1
2
\$(x&s)[A*+A](s)] ds&= (2.27)
and
lim sup
x  
1
\(x) |
x
0
[\$(x&s)]2
\(x&s)
ds<. (2.28)
Then the system (1.1)1 is oscillatory on [0, ).
Proof. With g(x, s)=\(x&s) as stated in Theorem 2.3 the conditions
(2.24) and (2.25) respectively reduce to (2.27) and (2.28).
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Corollary 2.8. Assume that m>2 is an integer with
lim sup
x  
1
(ln x)m&1
*1 _&|
x
a { _ln
x
s&
m&1
(C+A*A)(s)
+
1
2 \
m&1
s + _ln
x
s&
m&1
(A*+A)(s)= ds&=. (2.29)
Then the system ( | } | ), is oscillatory on [0, ).
Proof. Choose g(x, s)=[ln xs]
m&1 so that h(x, s)= m&1s [ln
x
s ]
(m&3)2
for xsa>1. Then
l.h.s. of (2.25)=lim sup
x  
1
(ln(xa))m&1 |
x
a
(m&1)2
s2 _ln
x
s&
m&32
ds
<
and l.h.s. of (2.24)= (by (2.29)).
Therefore by Corollary 2.5 the result follows.
The following theorem is an extension to systems of the form (1.1) of
Theorem 1 of Fanwei Meng et al. [9] for the special case of the form (1.3).
Theorem 2.9. Let g(x, s) and h(x, s) be as in Theorem 2.3. If there
exists a function f # C1[a, ] such that
lim sup
x  
1
g(x, a)
*1 _|
x
a
[g(x, s) T(s)+H1(x, s)] ds&=, (2.30)
where
H1(x, s)=g(x, s)[bf (A+A*)&bA*B&1A](s)
&b(s)[ 12 h(x, s) g
12 (x, s)+ f (s) g(x, s)][A*B&1+B&1A](s)
&b(s)[[ 12 h(x, s)+ f (s) g
12(x, s)]
_B&12& f (s) g12 (x, s) B12 (s)]2,
b(x)=exp [&2 |
x
a
f (s) ds]
and
T(x)=b(x)[&C& f (A+A*)+ f 2B& f $En](x), (2.31)
then system (1.1) is oscillatory.
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Proof. Suppose that there exists a prepared solution (U(x), V(x)) of
(1.1) which is not oscillatory. Without loss of generality we may suppose
that det U(x){0 for xa.
Define for xa
W(x)=b(x)[V(x) U&1(x)+ f (x) En].
Then W(x) satisfies on [a, ) the Riccati equation
\W$+WA+A*W+WBWb & f [WB+BW&2W]+T+ (x)=0.
On multiplying the Riccati equation (with x replaced by s) by g(x, s),
integrating with respect to s from a to x, using integration by parts and
rearranging the terms as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 we obtain for x>a
|
x
a
g(x, s) T(s) ds=&|
x
a
g(x, s) W$(s) ds&|
x
a {
g(x, s)
b(s)
[WBW](s)
+ g(x, s)[A*W+WA& f (WB+BW&2W)](s) = ds
=g(x, a) W(a)&|
x
a {
g(x, s)
b(s)
[WBW](s)
+ g(x, s)[A*W+WA& f (WB+BW)](s)
+[h(x, s) g12 (x, s)+2 f (s) g(x, s)] W(s)= ds
=g(x, a) W(a)&|
x
a
[(Q1* Q1)(x, s)+H1(x, s)] ds
on defining Q1(x, s) by
Q1(x, s)={g(x, s)b(s) =
12
(RW)(s)&(b(s) g(x, s))12 [ fR&R&1A](s)
+( 12 b
12 (s) h(x, s)+[b(s) g(x, s)]12 f (s)) R&1(s)
and noting that
(Q1*Q1)(x, s)=
g(x, s)
b(s)
[WBW](s)+[h(x, s) g12 (x, s)
+2 f (s) g(x, s)] W(s)
+ g(x, s)[A*W+WA& f (WB+BW)](s)&H1(x, s).
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Hence
|
x
a
[g(x, s) T(s)+H1(x, s)] ds=g(x, a) W(a)&|
x
a
[(Q1*Q1)(x, s)] ds
g(x, a) W(a)
implying
*1 _|
x
a
[g(x, s) T(s)+H1(x, s)] ds&*1[ g(x, a) W(a)]
and
1
g(x, a)
*1 _|
x
a
[g(x, s) T(s)+H1(x, s)]ds&*1[W(a)],
a contradiction to (2.30). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.9.
3. EXAMPLES
We first give an example to illustrate Theorem 2.1 and the nonap-
plicability of Theorem 1 of [5].
Example 1. Consider the 4-dimensional system (1.1) where
A(x)=_00
1
0&, B(x)=_
1
0
0
1 &, C(x)=_
&1
0
0
0& (3.1)
and U, V are 2_2 matrix functions of x on [0, ).
Define g[P]= p11 where P=( pij) so that g[B&1(x)]=1 and
lim
x   |
x
0
1
g[B&1(s)]
ds= lim
x  
x=.
Further a simple computation shows that
lim
x  
g _&|
x
0
[C+A*B&1A](s) ds&B&1(x) A(x)&= limx   g _
x
0
&1
&x&
= lim
x  
x=.
Therefore by Theorem 2.1 the system (3.1) is oscillatory.
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This fact is directly verified by noting that if k1 is any one of the real
roots of *4&*2&1=0 and k2 is any one of the real roots of *4+*2&1=0
then
\U(x)V(x)+= \ _
k2 cos k1 x&k1 sin k1x
(&k2 sin k1x&k1 cos k1x)k31
_(&k2 sin k1x&k1 cos k1x)k1(&k2 cos k1x+k1 sin k1x)k21
ek2x
(ek2x)k32&
&ek2x)k2
(ek2x)k22 & +
is a nontrival prepared solution of the system (3.1)
with
det U(x)=ek2x _ \ 1k22 +
1
k21 + cos k1x+\
&k1
k32
+
k2
k31 + sin k1x&
having infinitely many zeros on [0, ).
The next example is to show that if the criteria of Theorem 2.1 are not
satisfied then system (1.1) need not be oscillatory.
Example 2. Consider the 4-dimensional system (1.1) where
A(x)=_01
0
0&, B(x)=_
1
0
0
1 & , C(x)=_
1
0
0
0& (3.2)
and U, V are 2_2 matrix functions of x on [0, ).
Note that any positive linear functional g on the space of 2_2 matrix
functions is of the form g[P(x)]=x0*P(x) x0 where x0=col(x1 , x2) is an
arbitrary but fixed vector in R2.
Moreover if a0 is arbitrary and x>a we have
&|
x
a
[C+A*B&1A](s) ds&B&1(x) A(x)=_2(a&x)&1
0
0&
and
lim
x  
g _&|
x
a
[C+A*B&1A](s) ds&B&1(x) A(x)&=2x21(a&x)&x1x2
=&.
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Hence the hypothesis (2.2) of Theorem 2.1 is violated whereas the system
(3.2) is not oscillatory since (U(x), V(x)) where
U(x)=_ e
&x
&e&x
0
1&, V(x)=_
&e&x
0
0
0&
is a prepared solution of (1.1) with det U(x){0 on (0, ).
In the following example, Theorem 2.2 is applicable whereas Theorem
2.1 is not.
Example 3. Consider the 4-dimensional system (1.1) where
A(x)#0, B(x)=
1
(x+1)2
E2 , and C(x)=_&10
0
0& (3.3)
and U, V are 2_2 matrix functions of x on [0, ).
Let g be an arbitrary functional as in Example 2. If a0 is arbitrary and
x>a we have
lim
x   |
x
a
1
g[B&1(s)]
ds= lim
x  
1
x21+x
2
2
|
x
a
1
(s+1)2
ds=
1
(x21+x
2
2)(1+a)
{.
Hence Theorem 2.1 is not applicable.
Now let :(x)= 1(x+1) so that 0<:(x) # C
1[0, ).
Define g[P]= p11 where P=( pij) so that g[B&1(x)]=(x+1)2 and
lim
x   |
x
0
1
:(s) g[B&1(s)]
ds= lim
x  
log(x+1)=.
Further we have
g[J(x)]=|
x
0 {
&:$2
4:
g[B&1]&:g[C]= (s) ds+:$g[B
&1](x)
2
=|
x
0 {
&1
4(s+1)
+
1
s+1= ds&
1
2
=
3
4
log(x+1)&
1
2
so that lim
x  
g[J(x)]=
Therefore by Theorem 2.2 the system (3.3) is oscillatory on [0, ).
It can be verified directly that the system (3.3) is oscillatory by noting
that (U(x), V(x)) where
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U(x)=_
1
(x+1)12
sin \- 32 log(x+1)+
0
0
&1
(x+1)& ,
V(x)=_
(x+1)12
2 _&sin \
- 3
2
log(x+1)+ 0&+- 3 cos \- 32 log(x+1)+&
0 1
is a nontrivial prepared solution of the system (3.3) with
det U(x)=
&1
(x+1)32
sin _- 32 log(x+1)&
having infinitely many zeros on [0, ).
We show by the following example that if the criteria of Theorem 2.2 are
not satisfied then system (1.1) need not be oscillatory.
Example 4. Consider the 4-dimensional system (1.1) with
A(x)=E2=B(x) and C(x)=0 (3.4)
and U, V are 2_2 matrix functions of x on [0, ).
The system (3.4) is nonoscillatory since
U(x)=
&e&x
2
E2 and V(x)=e&xE2
is a prepared solution of (1.1) with det U(x){0 on [0, ).
Let :(x)>0 on [0, ) and the positive linear functional g be as in
Example 2 so that g[E2]=x21+x
2
2 and
lim
x   |
x
0
1
:(t) g[B&1(t)]
dt= lim
x  
1
x21+x
2
2
|
x
0
1
:(t)
dt.
Now we consider the two possible cases of violation of the hypotheses of
Theorem 2.2 according as the integral in (2.9) < or =+.
Case (i). Suppose limx   (1(x21+x
2
2)) 
x
0 (1(:(t)) dt<. Then the
condition (2.9) of Theorem 2.2 is violated.
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Case (ii). Suppose limx   (1(x21+x
2
2)) 
x
0 (1:(t))dt=. (3.5)
From (3.4) and (2.10) we have A*B&1+B&1A=2E2 , A*B&1A+C=E2 ,
J(x)={|
x
0 \:$&:&
:$ 2
4: + (t) dt&:(x)+
:$(x)
2 =& E2
={&|
x
0 \- :&
:$
2- :+
2
(t) dt&:(x)+
:$(x)
2 = E2
and
g[J(x)]=(x21+x
2
2) {&|
x
0 \- :&
:$
2- :+
2
(t) dt&:(x)+
:$(x)
2 =
for all x>0.
Hence
g[J(x)](x21+x
2
2) _:$(x)2 &:(x)& for all x>0. (3.6)
Claim. By the assumption (3.5) there exists a sequence sn   such
that sn+1>sn and (:$(sn)2)&:(sn)0 for all n.
If otherwise _ X such that :$(x)2 &:(x)>0 for all xX,
O :(x):(X) e2(x&X) for all xX
O
1
:(x)

e2(X&x)
:(X)
for all xX
O |

X
1
:(x)
dx
e2X
:(X) |

X
e&2x dx

1
2:(X)
for all xX,
a contradiction to (3.5). Hence the claim is true. Therefore by (3.6)
g[J(sn)](x21+x
2
2) _:$(sn)2 &:(sn)&0 for all n
implying limx   g[J(x)]= cannot hold.
Thus one or the other of the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 is not satisfied
whereas the system (3.4) is nonoscillatory on [0, ).
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The following example illustrates Theorem 2.3 (and Theorem 2.9 with
f =0). Clearly theorem 1 of [9] is not applicable to this example since A{
zero matrix.
Example 5. Consider the 4-dimensional oscillatory system on [0, )
given in Example 1.
Let
g(x, s)=(x&s)2
so that
h(x, s)=2(x&s)(x&s)&1=2,
|
x
0
g(x, s) C(s) ds=|
x
0
(x&s)2 ds _&10
0
0&
=
x3
3 _
&1
0
0
0& ,
|
x
0
g(x, s)(A*B&1A)(s) ds=|
x
0
(x&s)2 ds _00
0
1&
=
x3
3 _
0
0
0
1& ,
1
2 |
x
0
h(x, s) g12 (x, s)(A*B&1)(s) ds=|
x
0
(x&s) ds _01
0
0&
=
x2
2 _
0
1
0
0& ,
1
2 |
x
0
h(x, s) g12 (x, s)(B&1A)(s) ds=|
x
0
(x&s) ds _00
1
0&
=
x2
2 _
0
0
1
0& ,
1
4 |
x
0
h2(x, s) B&1(s) ds=
1
4 |
x
0
4En ds=x _10
0
1& ,
and
H(x)=_
&x+
x3
3
&
x2
2
&
x2
2
&x&
x3
3 & .
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The eigen values of H(x) are
*1[H(x)]=&x+x3 19+
1
4x2
, *2 [H(x)]=&x&x3 19+
1
4x2
.
Hence
lim sup
x   _
*1H(x)
g(x, 0) &=lim supx   _x
1
9
+
1
4x2
&
1
x&=.
Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied.
The following example shows that if the criteria of Theorem 2.3 are not
satisfied then system (1.1) need not be oscillatory.
Example 6. Consider the system (1.1) with A(x)#0#C(x) and
B(x)=E2 .
Let g(x, s) be an arbitrary function having the properties stated in
Theorem 2.3 and a>0 be arbitrary. Then
H(x)=
&1
4 |
x
a
h2(x, s) E2 ds,
*1[H(x)]=
&1
4 |
x
a
h2(x, s) ds
and hence
l.h.s. of (2.19)=lim sup
x  
&
|
x
a
h2(x, s) ds
4g(x, a)
{.
Thus the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3 is violated. However, it follows that
the given system is nonoscillatory on [0, ) since (U(x), V(x)) where
U(x)=(x+1) E2 and V(x)=E2
is a prepared solution of (1.1) with det U(x){0 on [0, ).
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